Few Biggest Mistakes in sales
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Sales people, sales organizations and sales teams have to change the way they are
handling customers today in this very competitive world. The old ways of selling
are changing and require all sales people, sales managers and sales organizations
to think differently.
Here are 10 essential selling principles that most sales people and sales
organization either get wrong or don’t implement:
1. Not Selling the Solution – People and companies buy things only in an
attempt to solve a problem. Sales people spend too much time on the offer rather
than assuring the buyer that the product, company and individual will solve the
problem. This typically results in presentations that are too long and prices that are
too low. Focus on how your product and the company can solve the three most
critical problems your client is trying to solve.
2. Too much dependency on sales Presentation
3. Not asking Hard question –
It is my experience that sales people miss opportunities to build trust by not asking
the hard questions. This either comes from naivety or a lack of proper training to
truly get in communication with the client. I was on a sales call with one of my top
people and while he was presenting to the group I sensed that the decision-maker
wasn’t buying what he was saying.
I interrupted, “you don’t believe a word of what he is saying, do you?” The client
started laughing and said that was exactly what he was thinking.
Ask these questions: “How do you feel about our price?” “How do you feel about
our term?” “Why would you do business with me when you have done it with our
competitor for so long?”
If you don’t get the answers to the hard questions you will find yourself not closing
deals and not learning why.
4. Believing Price will solve your customer’s Problem – No one buys a price,
ever! I have been in sales my entire adult life and have been tricked by thousands
of buyers who said “price is the only issue.” Your buyer may seem obsessed with
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price, demands your lowest price and claims the budget cannot be violated.
Despite all this, every one of them will pay a higher price.
5. Presenting with out the intention to close the deal -When I start a
presentation I make it clear to the prospect that my intention is to have the
product or service being used by the client this week. “Thanks for your time today,
my goal is to have my product to your company by the end of this week.”
6. Not Really asking for the close early enough..
7. Taking much time to share the price – Most sales people make this mistake
because most of us were taught to build value, then show the price. This results in
a buyer that, no matter how intrigued they might be by your presentation, is
wondering the entire presentation what the cost is. This results in your
presentation being interrupted over price rather than the customer being able to
evaluate what your product or service will do and how that relates to the price.
After letting the buyer know my intention is to get the product to their company
this week, I then share the price. “Before I demonstrate how my product will solve
your problems, I want to share with you our pricing so that you have it while I
present the product.” Initiate price — don’t wait to answer “how much?”
They may tell you before the presentation, “that is too high,” at which point you
can simply agree with the customer. “Of course it’s too much, you haven’t even
seen what it will do. Allow me to show you why it’s this price and what it will do for
you and why it is the best value in the marketplace.”
Bringing price up early makes you look confident, shows you have nothing to hide
and takes out the mystery. Bring price up early then use the rest of the time
building value.
9. Ignoring Influences – I have made the mistake many times where I put too
much attention on the decision-maker and missed the influencers.
10. Using free trial to close the deal – Free trials without some timeline and
commitment to invest money and energy almost never work and become cash flow
problems for the company that offers them. Grow up and close the deal or go get
another customer, because free will break your company.
11.Not practicing urgency. – Too many sales organizations never insist on
closing a deal for fear of appearing to be a nuisance. If you truly believe in your
company, product and service, you must learn how to insist on closing the
transaction now. I have made the mistake too many times of not practicing enough
urgency and then having time and events beyond my control steal my deal. Your
sales team should train and drill on how to press without being unprofessional or
appearing to pressure
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